
These websites are filled with testimonials and original prayers from 5th grade
students at Saint Kateri School in Rochester, NY.

The global pandemic dramatically changed the lives of everyone, at every age. COVID-19 appeared and forced a

shift from familiarity into uncertainty. Although hundreds of thousands of people recovered from COVID-19, still

many suffer from the implications.

During a group chat, Saint Kateri School's fifth-grade students shared their experiences and voiced their opinions

about COVID-19. In that moment a realization occurred that these children required a space to vent, come to terms

with, and deal with the very real effects of COVID-19. The "COVID-19 has Affected Me" project connects literacy

and technology skills and embeds social emotional learning. The finished product resulted in testimonials that

speak to how this group of 10 and 11 year old's have been impacted by a global pandemic and one-of-a-kind

prayers. Additionally, our school's theme this year is H.O.P.E., Honesty, Optimism, Perseverance, and Emmanuel.

Their project encapsulates the teachings and learnings of H.O.P.E.

Mrs. Cleary's 5th Grade Scholars supported each other in various ways, but the most recognizable is their

openness, honesty, and respect for one another which they have learned from their loving families, their nurturing

school, and their caring teacher--Mrs. Sue Cleary.
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Name Link

Sofia
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechsophia/me

Tomas
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechtomas/me

Gianna
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechgianna/bio

John
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechjohn/me

Marla
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/marlalcovidproject/me

Dylan
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechdylan/me

Wyatt
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechwyatt/me

Ryan
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechryan/me

Julia
https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechjulia/me

Rocco https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechrocco/bio

Riano https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechriano/home

Ariana https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechariana/home
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Nicholas https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/techcovidnicholas/home

Ayden https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechayden/covid-19-project

Riorden https://sites.google.com/dorschools.org/covidtechriordan/home

Dear Sophie Acevedo, Tomas Budi, Gianna Fullone, John Georges, Nicholas
Levchuk, Marla Lum, Rocco Pellegrino, Dylan Pritchard, Riano Rivera, Wyatt

Sheerer, Ryan Simonds, Ayden Singletary, Ariana Vega, Riordan Whelehan, and
Julia Wnuk,

Y'all have reminded me of what really matters in life. I love you all so very much and thank you for
the pieces of you that I will carry with me always. I am a better person for knowing each and everyone of

you.

~Sra. Pellegrino
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